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James Sakamoto and Japanese Internment on American Soil 

by Haley Armbruster 

 

Reading the testimony of James Sakamoto, it’s hard to see how he failed to sway the 

court in his favor and away from the implementation of concentration camps on American soil. 

An American citizen testifying against the forced relocation of Japanese-Americans after Pearl 

Harbor, his testimony is remarkably polite, respectful, and woven together with facts and 

statistics that prove how important his community is to the United States. He’s absolute in his 

loyalty to his country, and earnestly explains to the court how his fellow Japanese-Americans 

are, too. But after all the facts Sakamoto presents, there was still no way he could have further 

persuaded the government to abandon what would become one of America’s most shameful 

policies. The government had already started to carry out their decision before this hearing even 

took place, rendering any argument useless—especially one by someone they had already 

deemed an untrustworthy enemy. Sakamoto’s testimony was made to argue with reason, and was 

instead met with racist paranoia and irrational fears. He was doomed from the start. 

After the bombing of Pearl Harbor by the Japanese, the already paranoid US government 

decided to take immediate action against the perceived threat of espionage and sabotage on US 

soil. Both before and after Pearl Harbor, the president ordered numerous loyalty reports 

concerning Japanese espionage and sabotage in Hawaii and the continental US. The first, the 

Report on Japanese on the West Coast of the United States, was completed two months before 

Pearl Harbor and found no reason to doubt the loyalty of any person of Japanese ancestry 

(Smithsonian). The second, written by a Naval Intelligence Officer a month after Pearl Harbor, 

had the same findings (Niiya). Despite this, the government began to implement the camps.  
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At first glance, the background of these policies make little to no sense: the government 

had looked into the threat of espionage and found that there was none, but nevertheless decided 

that internment camps were needed to prevent this inescapable threat of sabotage. This is a 

confusing conclusion to have reached, but is not as surprising when viewed in relation to 

previous anti-Asian laws. The US has a long history with laws pertaining to preemptive threats 

of Asian hostility, specifically the Chinese. The late 1800’s saw a public outcry about “the 

yellow peril,” and many Americans genuinely feared an “Asian invasion” (Coulson). This led to 

laws like the 1882 Chinese Exclusion Act, which banned all Chinese immigrants from the US 

(Library of Congress). These policies were strongly rooted in the Gold Rush, where laws were 

created to “protect” whites from Asian hostility, like the Californian laws that prevented Asians 

from testifying against whites in court (The People vs. Hall). Multiple national and local alien 

land laws made it impossible for Asians to own land, mostly because of laws that made it 

impossible for Asians to even become citizens (Naturalization Act of 1870). I include these 

policies despite the fact that most of them are explicitly anti-Chinese because many policy 

makers and government officials often interpreted them to apply to anyone of Asian descent 

(Coulson).  

These are just a few of the discriminatory anti-Asian policies, but the overall attitude of 

the government towards anyone of Asian descent is clear. It is important to note that Sakamoto’s 

testimony took place in 1942, one year before the Chinese immigration ban was repealed (Peters 

& Wooley). Even if some of these laws were no longer enforced, they still strongly affected the 

policy making of the time. Before Sakamoto ever entered the courtroom, these were the attitudes 

he was speaking to.  
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Sakamoto’s testimony begins with the court immediately asking him questions about the 

entire Japanese population in Seattle (where the testimony takes place)—how many, what they 

do, where they’re from, etc.  Sakamoto politely answers all questions and promises to accept and 

obey whatever decision is made, affirming that the Japanese community will act with “complete 

cooperation” no matter the outcome (11451). Interestingly enough, he then starts his testimony 

proper with facts and statistics about the economic advantages of keeping Japanese-Americans 

out of internment camps. Almost the entire first half of his testimony is about the amount and 

type of labor done by Japanese-Americans and how detrimental it would be to the US if these 

jobs were interrupted by forced relocation. He stresses that the current “conditions of war” mean 

that the government should absolutely not disrupt any labor practices (11462).  

In an interesting turn, Sakamoto takes pause here to discuss the relationship Japanese-

Americans have with the American government and white citizens, insisting that many 

Americans would take issue with the forced relocation. He then boldly states that he’s well aware 

of the government’s previous anti-Asian policies and that this “political angle must be 

mentioned” before he continues (11464). He knows that these laws serve as precedent, and even 

though they did more harm than good, politicians implemented them anyway because the 

Japanese are “an ideal punching bag” and a popular scapegoat (11464). He then continues his 

testimony by giving an alternate plan, leaving the Japanese community where they are, which he 

argues would make it easier for the government to watch for threats if everyone is in one general 

area (11467). He stresses the most, however, the importance of “Americanizing” Japanese-

Americans, and gives a brief account of how he would do this and how it would contribute “to 

the betterment of our national economic welfare” (11470). A major point in his assimilation plan, 
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Sakamoto starts and ends his testimony with the request to allow Japanese-Americans to join the 

army (11451, 11477). 

After everything he presents, Sakamoto is repeatedly questioned not about the usefulness 

of Japanese-Americans, but the loyalty. This becomes a reoccurring theme—Sakamoto is 

questioned about Japanese loyalty, whether or not it pertained to his original point. Sakamoto 

talks about his own organization, the Japanese American Citizens League, but is continuously 

questioned about other organizations in Hawaii or California, despite the fact that he lives in 

Seattle and has no contact with either (11476, 11477). He receives the most questions not about 

his plans for assimilation or alien registration, but whether or not his organization sends money 

to Japan or if they require their members to explicitly renounce loyalty to Japan (11474). In one 

instance, Sakamoto is asked to speak for Japan, and why they should be able to intern 

Americans, but the US can’t intern Japanese-Americans (11471). 

However, even after the court’s questioning, Sakamoto doesn’t spend much time 

defending the loyalties of Japanese-Americans. Of course he does repeatedly mention the 

unwavering loyalty all Japanese-Americans have for their country, but only spends a fraction of 

his time on this in comparison to labor statistics and alternative policies to the camps. This is 

because Sakamoto knows that it’s useless to hinge his testimony solely on the insistence of 

loyalties. He knows his audience. He knows that the “political angle” mentioned is not one that 

favors him, but one that openly distrusts and demonizes his entire race.  

Now it becomes more apparent why Sakamoto’s testimony wasn’t effective. Even if 

Sakamoto had the most compelling argument possible it would always be the wrong one for his 

audience and he would always be the wrong man. Sakamoto is speaking as if he has a rhetorical 

audience: as if his audience is open to both discourse and change (Janski). Though the 
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government held these hearings, seemingly allowing for discourse, it is important to note that the 

government had already begun rounding up and detaining people of Japanese ancestry. Public 

Law 503, which ultimately allowed for the forced relocation, was passed after taking only one 

hour in the Senate and thirty minutes of deliberation in the House (Niiya). Clearly, their minds 

had already been made up—there could be no persuasion. Even if the government hadn’t started 

implementing their internment plans already, Sakamoto still had to speak against the biases that 

they had against him because of his ethnicity. 

Before he ever started his testimony, his audience was already prejudiced and distrustful 

of him as an individual. There is close to nothing he could have said that would have made them 

overlook his ancestry. Not only was Sakamoto ethnically Japanese, but he ran a newspaper for 

Japanese-Americans and was a founding member of the Japanese American Citizens League 

(Niiya). Even though his core message was a plea for assimilation, his background as a leader to 

Japanese-Americans would be a red flag to a suspicious and historically anti-Asian government 

(Niiya). And as previously stated he had already been scrutinized over his involvement with 

these organizations and others like them.  

His audience wasn’t listening to what was being said because of who was saying it, and 

what’s interesting is how Sakamoto knows and shapes his argument around this. His testimony is 

from someone who knows he’s a part of the outgroup—he knows he’s the outsider. It’s precisely 

why the majority of his argument is about what an advantage Japanese-Americans can be to 

white Americans, to the ingroup. It’s why he spends so much time proposing ways to make 

Japanese-Americans more American, rather than arguing that they’re already Americans. He 

knows that the committee doesn’t see them as citizens, and while of course he does try to stress 

the fact that they are, it’s by no means the main point of his argument. Instead of repeatedly 
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insisting that we’re American, too! he says, okay, here’s how we can become more American, 

become more like you. He has to play to these beliefs that they’re not real Americans because 

they’re not white Americans. 

And this racist sentiment is very clearly expressed, especially when the committee asks 

why Japan can intern Americans but the US can’t intern Japanese-Americans. (This question 

even catches Sakamoto off guard—“I beg your pardon?”) Sakamoto knows that he can’t make 

his audience identify with him because of his race, so he instead focuses on making them 

identify with white American citizens, who he insists have a good opinion of Japanese-

Americans and would strongly object to internment (11463). He brings in members of their 

ingroup to build credibility, since he knows as a member of the outgroup he has none.  

However, Sakamoto is ultimately never able to build credibility with his audience. At this 

time, the government is incredibly paranoid about espionage and Japanese spies—someone of 

Japanese ancestry is not going to be able to calm their fears if their own generals and government 

officials couldn’t. There’s also the problem that Sakamoto’s entire testimony is hinged on the 

usefulness of Japanese-Americans and the consequences the country would face without their 

contributions. During these hearings, the government did not care about Japanese usefulness; 

they only cared about Japanese threats. Sakamoto doesn’t adequately address these threats in his 

testimony—the word espionage is never used and sabotage is mentioned only once—when these 

are what sparked the perceived need for the camps in the first place. The committee isn’t 

deliberating on internment because they don’t think the Japanese are useful enough, they’re 

continuing the historical trend of implementing damaging, racist policies as a last ditch effort to 

calm a panicked public at the expense of “ the ideal punching bag.” 
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Because the government had already made up their minds to scapegoat the Japanese, 

these hearings were little more than a public performance to appear fair. Sakamoto did his best to 

argue with facts and statistics but ultimately his argument fell on the deaf ears of a historically 

anti-Asian government. There was nothing Sakamoto could have told his audience that they 

hadn’t already heard from their own people, and speaking as a member of a vilified outgroup put 

him at an incredible disadvantage. Sakamoto’s audience never had any intention of listening to 

him, but instead to keep up a long tradition of racist scapegoating, rendering any change 

absolutely impossible. 
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